1984 chevy k10 wiring diagram

Peek under a hot rod today and it's not uncommon to find an automatic overdrive resting
between the frame rails. These transmissions are affordable, durable, and easy to install. With
an overdrive transmission and hp, fuel economy exceeding 20 mpg can be a reality. But, before
you install that new THR or THR4 tranny in your early hot rod, there are a few things you should
know about how to make them work. Both the R and R4 use a lockup-style torque converter that
requires 12 volts and a pressure switch to lock up in Fourth gear. This eliminates the need for a
manual switch. When retrofitted into early muscle cars, these trannys require the pressure
switch to be changed and a few wires rerouted. Changing the switch and wiring can be done in
the car without a problem. If the switch is not changed and wired properly, the converter will not
lock up in fourth gear and possible trans and converter damage may occur, not counting your
gas mileage will suffer. Are you are doing this mod for one of the reasons I did, to get rid of
some of the wiring and vacuum hoses that came on our trucks. This is one of the reasons I did
this. Now to the outside wiring. I recommend running an accessory hot wire hot only when the
key is on , through a normally open brake cancel switch. This switch will allow current flow,
only when it is depressed. The brake pedal depresses the switch, normally, and releases the
switch when the brake is applied. This switch works exactly opposite the brake light switch,
whereas the brake light switch allows current, only when the brake pedal is depressed, the
cancel switch interrupts current when the brake pedal is depressed, thereby unlocking the
torque converter clutch, such as in a panic stop. The cancel switch is mounted on a bracket
under the dash. The brake pedal arm makes contact with the switch when it is all the way out.
Just so you will know, most of the time the brake cancel switch is also a cancel switch for the
cruise control, if you have cruise. This is why it is called a cancel switch, it cancels power when
the pedal is pressed. You need to make sure that when the brake pedal is all the way out there is
power going through, press the pedal and the power is interrupted. You see the two terminals
that you need to hook to. These are slim so this is the reason I recommend to use a junkyard
donor for the plug black arrow, photo D. If you can't find a plug, you can either use some slim
female spade connectors or solder the wires on. Mount the low-vac switch on the firewall beside
the master cylinder, right by the plastic sleeve with all the vacuum hoses going through it. Then
connect to the new single-pin connector at the transmission arrow, photo C. For vacuum going
to the low-vacuum switch you will need to use a manifold vacuum source. On my truck I have a
TVS that controls vacuum going to the switch. It will not let any vacuum go to the switch until
the engine coolant temp reaches degrees. From the TVS or manifold vacuum source run a hose
to the low-vacuum switch white arrow, photo D. At the switch I have a delay valve at the hose
end where it connects to the switch. This helps to delay vacuum loss at the switch. You don't
really have to use the delay valve, but I already had it so why not? Now you can go and enjoy
the ride! Since writing this article, I've had a lot of inquiries about it. The photos in the article are
of a R tranny. They both use the same principle to lock in 4th. They look different so it is
confusing to some. These photos were taken from a Chevy High Performance magazine article,
not by me, well except for the last one, photo D, which I did take. Also, there are many different
variations of valve body's with several different types of pressure switches and wiring schemes.
Early R4's locked in 3rd also. This is the reason they have so many pressure switches. My 89
model has only one. If you have the early type, you may have as many as 4 pressure switches, 1
beside the solenoid, and 3 at the rear. The pressure switch which needs to be changed is the
center, rear one. Now again, with so many different variations of these things, you may also
have a single wire solenoid. If this is the case, instead of the GM pressure switch listed above,
which is what is needed for the two wire solenoid, you will need GM pressure switch. To wire
the single wire solenoid, go from the TH connector to the pressure switch, then to the solenoid.
I think this will work on any of them. I'm no tranny expert, but I believe this to be true. It only had
one pressure switch. It came with a two wire solenoid also. I changed my solenoid to a one wire
type, GM , and used the GM pressure switch. Either way works the same. There is no difference
in the way it locks. I just happened to have a new one wire solenoid and was changing the fluid
and decided to put it in. It didn't change a thing from the two wire one in the way it locks in 4th.
If you do this mod, you change to the new pressure switch, depending on which type of
solenoid you have, and leave the other switches in the valve body. Remove the old wiring, but
save everything in case you want or need to put it back like it was. Now, this is only a belief of
mine. I have absolutely no proof, other than what I have seen. Early 's locked in 3rd also. I know
for sure this to be the case. Why, I don't know, but they did. I firmly believe this is one of the
reasons early 's died so quickly. People use these trucks to haul and tow. Not knowing any
better, people would leave it in OD when doing this. So what happens is, it locks and unlocks,
over and over again. This will kill them in hurry. It causes them to overheat, which is the number
one killer of R4's. So, then they heard to leave it in drive D to keep it from doing this. This won't
let it go into 4th of course, but the older ones still locked in 3rd drive. So, in my mind, they are

still locking and unlocking. Maybe not as much as being in OD, but I think they will still do it. I
may be wrong, but so what, I've been wrong before. GM changed this sometime down the road.
Not sure when exactly. My 89 isn't this way. Again, just to let everyone know. I am no
professional mechanic or tranny mechanic. I believe all things said to be true. They are to the
best of my knowledge. I hope it all works for you. In the original CHP article that I read, they
never mentioned the low-vacuum switch or brake cancel switch. You need the low-vac switch
so the converter will unlock in low vacuum situations, such as going up hill and heavy throttle.
The brake cancel switch unlocks the TCC when the brakes are applied. Trucks that came stock
with R4 trannys came with a low-vacuum switch and a brake cancel switch. The stock low-vac
switch didn't let the TCC unlock soon enough with this mod. I checked the vacuum on the stock
switch and it kicked in at 3. The vacuum switch I recommend works real well as it kicks in at 7.
The brake cancel switch on R4 equipped trucks also disconnects the cruise control if equipped
when the brakes are applied. Written by: Mike Ervin Peek under a hot rod today and it's not
uncommon to find an automatic overdrive resting between the frame rails. Vacuum hose? The
factory installed a couple of different types of pressure switches depending on the application.
After you have drained the fluid and removed the pan, you will also need to remove the filter.
The pressure switch is located on the righthand side of the trans. When you install the switch,
be careful to not over-tighten it. The next step is to replace the original four-pin connector on
the driver side of the trans with a single-pin TH kick-down connector switch PN GM The last
step is wiring. Before you change any wiring, find the solenoid arrow, photo A and the two wires
connected to it. You will need to install a female spade connector on the end of the black wire
and run that wire to the new pressure switch photo B. The red wire from the solenoid will be run
to the new single-pin connector photo C. This red wire will also require a female spade
connector. I checked fuse and getting no hot from it even when I tryed to run a hot wire to the
fuse it does nothing. CamaroCollector answered 5 years ago. The fuse for that is labeled "inst
lps" lower left side of fuse box, do you have power on both sides of fuse? Dustin answered 5
years ago. There is no power to it at all. Even after putting in a fresh fuse nothing and with my
test light I get nothing. I even tried runnin a hot wire to it and soon as it makes contact the test
light goes off. With everything so far it's a good probability but still check for power coming
from the switch to the lights first, if you have power there then the switch is good, the next thing
to look at is the printed circuit on the back of the cluster, look for any obvious damage or
burned out bulbs. With a test light I'm not getting power to the green wire on the harness but in
2 other places I am. My dash lights and tail lights don't work but stop and turn do. Where do I
look to correct? And what may be cause? It sat for 3mo with moisture so I know that's never too
good. It's an All my other lights work. Any ideas on what the problem is and where to start? I
have a Chevy Silverado pickup truck. I got ahold of bad gas so I dropped the tank and drained
out all the bad gas.. So I changed my fuel filter and it turns over and as long All lights are
working but tail lights put new switch in, checked bulbs and fuses but still don,t work Have a
chevy 79 k pick-up. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
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We process orders as quickly as possible but delays by carriers may occur. In this fuel system
write up for the squarbody pickup you will find links to what we have found to be the best parts
to use in an LS swap or EFI conversion, some installation photos, instructions, and guidance on
how to make the fuel system install go as smoothly as possible. There are many different ways
to do a fuel system on any vehicle, these recommended parts and instructions are what we
believe to be the best way to ensure an effective, affordable, and long lasting install. We will
give you the parts list first so if that's all you came for you can get in and get out quickly. Note
some of these items we don't sell directly so we have linked to the source in which we have
found the best price in combination of shipping and product. We have created a universal LS
engine swap kit for return style engines that includes all necessary fittings from the sending
unit to the fuel rail. It is assumed you have followed the rest of this swap guide for your C10 or
K10 square body truck and are using an in tank pump. Please contact us if you plan on using an
inline pump as some other factors need to be considered. You will need approximately ft of
PTFE hose in order to run both the feed and return on the fuel system. The 30Ft kit is the most
common choice for square body LS swaps. The most popular option is the factory style filter
with AN adapters, This unit filters at 5 micron and replacements are available at most auto parts

stores. Most guys mount this regulator fairly close to the tank and allows them to utilize the
20FT Kit. The nice thing about the EFI conversion systems is the majority include fittings that
are compatible with AN standards. As such one of our regular hose bundles and a 10 micron
filter is all you need to get hooked up in addition to the tank, pump, and sending units listed
above. As these systems have the regulator installed in the unit you will require approximately
ft of line. When you have the correct parts installation of your new LS engine or EFI system will
be smoother than you ever expected. The fuel pumps we linked to earlier in this article are
direct fit into the sending units. The complete install of the fuel pump, sending unit and hard
line to AN adapters will allow you to hook up the PTFE hose kit that you choose for your
relevant install. You will need to cut off the bubble flare on the end of the tubes in order to
install the hardline to AN adapter fittings. Do not cut the center vent port unless you intend to
also install a hardline to AN adapter for the vent. If your squarebody LS engine swap will be
utilizing a return-less fuel rail you will require a regulator. If using a factory or only slightly
modified LS engine the most common regulator to use is what is referred to as a corvette style
regulator. This regulator also features a 4 micron fuel filter and regulates the pressure to the 58
PSI needed for a return-less LS fuel system. One common mistake with the install of this
regulator is mixing up the feed and return lines from the tank. The feed is generally marked by
an arrow or a Flow marking. You will require adapter fittings to convert this corvette style
regulator to AN fittings and AN ptfe fuel hose. We often get asked the best way to run the
factory dual tank setup found on squarebody C10 and K10 pickups. Unfortunately in order to
hook up the AN hose to the switching valve hose barb to an adapter fittings must be used.
Going from 18 psi to 60 psi. If I upgrade my tank pumps with Walbro GCA will the original
switching valve work with the increased pressure? Hi I have a c10 and I am going to do a LS
swap on it. The truck has a new paint job on it. Thanks Mark. I have a GMC dual tanks I want to
keep them, Where should I put my electric fuel pump , it looks like I can only put it In by my
roller motor by the fenderwell. Just added to your cart. Continue shopping. Close search. This
guide is for you. Tons of guys find our website when researching info on how to do new fuel
lines for their squarebody 73 - 87 Chevy and GM trucks. We get asked enough times what else
guys need in addition to our PTFE hose kits in order to complete the swap we decided it best to
make a write up for everyone. You will also require a 10 Micron in Line fuel filter. Return-less
style regulator install If your squarebody LS engine swap will be utilizing a return-less fuel rail
you will require a regulator. Grant MacPherson November 16, Mark Mcfayden August 11, Rick
Krizan June 19, Leave a comment Name. Being basically a businessman rather than an
engineer, before leaving General Motors, Durant took with him a promising and interesting
development of the car, on improvement of which he invited to work the popular racer Louis
Chevrolet, who gave the new company his famous sonorous name. The first model, the Classic
Six, is a spacious five-seat sedan with a six-cylinder engine with a capacity of 30 horsepower,
with electric lighting, four doors, a convertible top, a windshield, and in addition, a personal set
of tools, was introduced in But the first models of success did not have, since the price was
very high. For example, the then popular Ford-T cost five times cheaper. William Durant realized
that the key to success lies not in the luxury of the car, but in its simplicity and cheapness. He
moved away from the production of chic models and began the production of inexpensive
4-cylinder machines â€” an open passenger car Baby Grand and a sports Royal Mail. It was on
these models that in the first time the famous Chevrolet logo appeared â€” a bow tie. In
Chevrolet was created on their base this was its original price , which brought the company a
great reputation. These cheap, but reliable cars have become as popular as the Ford. It was with
the th model that the specialization of Chevrolet began on the cheapest and simple cars that
brought it worldwide fame. In , the company has its own engine, a V-shaped 8-cylinder, but at
that time it did not find enough demand. Dynamic, diverse and well-sold Chevrolet models
brought financial success to Durant who managed to regain control over General Motors and in
joined the company Chevrolet, whose products for many years became an ornament of the
production range of the corporation. Engineers and designers of Chevrolet have done a lot for
the development of the world automotive industry. In this department in the first car equipped
with an air-cooled engine was produced. In , Chevrolet produces the first Corvette Corvette car
with a fiberglass body, which is regarded as the first attempt to create a purely American sports
car equipped with a modernized Chevrolet engine with a working volume of 3. In addition, the
old automatic transmission was replaced by a mechanical one. In , there were new all-wheel
drive off-road vehicles Blazer and Suburban, and in , Blazer released a new design. Now the
famous branch of GM â€” Chevrolet produces dozens of models of cars of any class and type in
many countries. The light appears models Aveo, Spark, Lacetti, Rezzo. Your email address will
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Non-necessary. Wire colors are only guaranteed accurate for You turn on washer pump white
wire 1 to motor and 1 topump and one of the others at the motor becomes hot turns on low
speed wipers and pink wire to pump grounds out through the pink wire my diagram is blue to
module back through the black wire coming out of the module for a period shorter than then the
low speed is turned on white hot. The wiper motor has constant ignition power from the wiper
fuse on two circuit 93 leads. Replacing a wiper motor cover on a trans am. Chris craft views.
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ulse switches. Circuit s and. In order to bring helpful information to our audience we have tried
to locate the nearest relevance image about 84 chevy wiper motor wiring diagram. The optional
cd4 delay switch adds potentiometer and pulse wires between the stock switch and the pulse
unit. We realize it from google engine records like google adwords or google trends. And here
you can observe now this image have. Variety of wiper motor wiring diagram chevrolet. A wiring
diagram is a streamlined standard pictorial depiction of an electric circuit. Wiper and washer
how to fix on chevygmc full size trucks to It shows the elements of the circuit as streamlined
shapes and the power and also signal links between the devices. How to test gm wiper motor
wiring and washer pump impala cutlass gto nova camaro chevelle duration. Share this post.
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